SACRIA
SCGT15-18-20

COMPACTOR

VERSATILE MOBILE COMPACTORS WITH
PENDULUM RAM DESIGNED FOR WET WASTE

Convenient fully automated waste
compaction solution. The SCGT
compactors are liquid tight and especially
designed for wet and organic waste. Our
mobile compactors are easy to relocate
and they take up about the same space
as a standard container, yet provide
powerful compaction and can hold up to
6 times more material.
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Optimal features

WELL PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
reliable and sturdy compactors; design and
production based on long experience
SMALL FOOTPRINT
compact machine design for placement
where the space is limited
EASY ACCESS TO VITAL PARTS
for service and maintenace
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Benefits for you

+ Reduction of transportation costs
+ Optimal use of transport capacity
+ Increased productivity thanks to the automated
process
+ Efficient and convenient waste handling for
the staff

www.sacria.fr

SACRIA
SCGT 15-18-20

OPTIONS
+ REMOTE CONTROL

+ BIN LIFTER

+ OZONE GENERATOR

+ WALL CONNECTION

+ COOLING & HEATING SYSTEMS + HOPPERS
+ RAL COLOUR OF YOUR
CHOICE

Numerous adaptions and more options on demand
PORTABLE UNIT

The entire unit is portable. It rests on two reinforced
beams for maximum stability during the loading and
unloading of the compactor.

IDEAL FOR WET WASTE

The SCGT compactors are a hygienic and ideal for wet and
organic waste from restaurants, professional kitchens,
supermarkets, hospitals and institutions. The liquid tight
design is leak-proof, the compactor is equipped with
a pendulum ram and there is no contact between the
waste and machine parts such as the cylinders, couplings
and hoses. Complement with an ozone generator for
additional odor prevention.

SAFETY ENSURED

The safety of the main components of the
compactor is enhanced by safety locking devices,
an electric oil level sensor and a hose protection by
two steel braids. Our equipment conforms to the
safety standards CE, AFNOR and INRS.

DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS (mm)
		

SCGT 15

SCGT 18

SCGT 20

		

Length

4911

5711

6111

			

Width

2350

2550		

2550

Height

2725

2725		

2725

TECHNICAL DATA

MODEL

SCGT 15

SCGT 18

SCGT 20

Container volume (m3)
Loading aperture (mm)
Loading height (mm)
Infeed capacity (m3)
Press force (t)
Motor (kW / Hp)
Surface pressure (kg/cm2)
Cycle time (s)
Operating power*

15
1710x1200
1595
1.3
30
7.5
3.4
24
3x400 V

18
1710x1200
1595
1.3
30
7.5
3.4
24
3x400 V

20
1710x1200
1595
1.3
30
7.5
3.4
24
3x400 V

We reserve the right to make changes to specifications without prior notice. * Other voltages are available on demand
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